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Core Themes Essential to the Council Recommendations:

Equity Focused

A Seamless System

Empowering Teacher Voice and Leadership

Time to Support Professional Learning
HOW CAN THESE RECOMMENDATIONS BE PUT IN TO ACTION?

Join a group. Read your recommendations.

Then discuss in your group:

- How can they be educator driven?
- What is the practical application?
- How do we make them real?

Create a poster that captures your best thinking.

Spokesperson will share out to group
Recommendation Groups (please have an equal amount of people in each group):

• 1 and 2: Pipeline Supports and District/CC/University Partnerships

• 3 and 4: Mentoring for Novice Teachers and Administrators

• 5 and 6: Professional Learning guided by national standards, equity-driven practices, and collaborative decision making

• 8 and 9: Enhanced Teacher Voice on Policies impacting profession and Teacher Leadership

• Recommendation 7 is in our parking lot: please add any thoughts you have.
NOW WHAT?

This sketch informed Council

Creating system that is bottom up

State entities provide support

Funding – move towards non-competitive grants

All students will benefit